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Initial Listening Experience
Document everything you remember, emotional, feelings, location, feel, smell, beings, body movement,
sensations, feelings. 

Key Points to document
Physical: Include any physical emotions, tingles, twitches:

Spiritually: Are these spiritual experiences new, enhanced or usual spirit signs, did your goose bumps, or
spirit signs amp up

Did you feel these in certain areas of your body during certain times? 

Emotionally: What are you feeling emotionally? Do you feel sad, overwhelmed, happy, clear, confused?
Document all of your emotions. 

Mental: What is coming up for you mentally?

DAILY - Re-Listening Journal for the Week 
Make sure to listen to audios during various activities (after initial listen), meditation, driving, yoga, and add your 
experiences with various actives. It is incredibly important to document daily everything that comes up. Here are 
a few prompts.

Emotional Happenings From the Week
Include triggers, memory flashes, interactions with others. This is a deep emotional awareness, clearing and
anything you experience is necessary to evaluate. 

Emotional experiences from the week:

Triggers:

Memory flashes: ***dig into these, use pendulum, channeling, meditation if you can’t do it in the moment note
it here to go in when you have time):

Interactions with others: Did they trigger you more than usual, were they easing as the week went on. 

Did you feel your spiritual experiences changing? Enhancing? 

Physical: Include any physical emotions, tingles, twitches:

Spiritually: Are these spiritual experiences new, enhanced or usual spirit signs, did your goose bumps, or
spirit signs amp up:

Did you feel these in certain areas during certain times? 

Emotionally: What are you feeling emotionally? Do you feel sad, overwhelmed, happy, clear, confused?
Document all of your emotions. 

Mental: What is coming up for you mentally?

After clearing how did you feel were the emotions still really difficult to sit with? Please make sure to discuss in the
group or message me privately so we can work through this.
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